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This volume assembles 8 stories featuring the Famous
Five: FIVE HAVE A PUZZLING TIME GEORGE’S HAIR IS
TOO LONG GOOD OLD TIMMY! A LAZY AFTERNOON
WELL DONE, FAMOUS FIVE! FIVE AND A HALF-TERM
ADVENTURE HAPPY CHRISTMAS, FIVE! WHEN TIMMY
CHASED THE CAT!

Encyclopaedia Britannica
The 5 Love Languages
A fantastic bumper volume of classic stories from a
much-loved author. The Mystery series follows the
adventures of 'The Five Find Outers' Pip, Bets, Larry,
Daisy and Fatty, as they solve the most mysterious
cases with the help of their dog Buster.

The Famous Five Collection 7
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the Dog make
up the Famous Five. Julian, Dick and Anne are
brothers and sister, In the first book, Five on a
Treasure Island, they meet their cousin Georgina.
Georgina likes to act like a boy and hence is called
George. Her dog, Timmy, is the fifth member of the
group. In FIVE RUN AWAY TOGETHER, Julian, Dick and
Anne arrive in Kirrin Cottage to stay with George (real
name Georgina) for the holidays. They plan to spend
time exploring Kirrin Island but their happiness is
spoilt when Aunt Fanny falls ill and has to leave with
Uncle Quentin to be treated in a far-off hospital. They
are cared for by Aunt Fanny's temporary cook, Mrs
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Stick, who is accompanied by her husband and their
ghastly son Edgar. The Sticks and the four children
come to hate each other. When Mrs Stick tries to
poison George's dog Timmy, George hatches a secret
plan to run away to Kirrin Island. When Julian catches
her leaving, she decides to allow the other children to
come, too. The children find evidence of other people
visiting the island and suspect smugglers. The
discovery of a young girl's toys and clothes point to
something sinister going on. The children discover the
Sticks have imprisoned a young girl, Jennifer
Armstrong, on the island and are holding her for
ransom. After tormenting the Sticks into a retreat, the
children rescue the girl and take her to the police,
who are amazed to see the child "the whole country is
looking for." The police accompany them back to the
island in time to trap and arrest the Sticks. The
kidnapped girl's father allows her to spend a week
with her new friends on Kirrin Island.

Famous Five Classic 5 Copy Shinkwrap
Set Pan Edition
The classic Heath translation, in a completely new
layout with plenty of space and generous margins. An
affordable but sturdy student and teacher sewn
softcover edition in one volume, with minimal notes
and a new index/glossary.

The Family at Red-Roofs
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
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Blyton's most popular series, The Famous Five. This
new collection contains three fantastic books in one
volume. Five Go to Mystery Moor (Book 13) The
Famous Five can't wait to explore peculiar-sounding
Mystery Moor. But after spending a night on the
heath, they begin to realise it's not just the moor's
past that is shrouded in secrets. Could its treacherous
mists hide the answer to a brand-new mystery? Five
Have Plenty of Fun (Book 14) George is not pleased
when a spoilt American girl turns up at Kirrin Cottage.
But George hasn't got time to be jealous - Berta is in
hiding from kidnappers! The Famous Five are the only
ones who can protect her - but will they take on
dangerous criminals to help out a stranger? Five On a
Secret Trail (Book 15) Anne and George are on a
camping trip, waiting for the boys to arrive. One night
they see a face at the window of an abandoned
cottage close by - and then the Five wake to find
ghostly lights Anne wants to go home but the others
are determined to stay. Who could be snooping
around the cottage - and why is a nearby gang trying
to make them leave? This edition contains three
Famous Five adventures (books 13-15) in one volume
and features the original cover art and inside
drawings by Eileen Soper.

The Folk of the Faraway Tree
- Over 11 million copies sold - #1 New York Times
Bestseller for 8 years running - Now celebrating its
25th anniversary Simple ideas, lasting love Falling in
love is easy. Staying in love—that’s the challenge.
How can you keep your relationship fresh and growing
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amid the demands, conflicts, and just plain boredom
of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times bestseller
The 5 Love Languages, you’ll discover the secret that
has transformed millions of relationships worldwide.
Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr.
Gary Chapman’s proven approach to showing and
receiving love will help you experience deeper and
richer levels of intimacy with your partner—starting
today. The 5 Love Languages is as practical as it is
insightful. Updated to reflect the complexities of
relationships today, this new edition reveals intrinsic
truths and applies relevant, actionable wisdom in
ways that work. Includes the Couple's Personal Profile
assessment so you can discover your love language
and that of your loved one.

The Mystery Series
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. In book seventeen, the
Famous Five are skiing and having lots of fun. But
who is living in the mysterious house near their
chalet? The caretaker claims it's been deserted for
years, but the Five are sure they've seen a face at the
window. A terrified, and haunted face. Have the gang
got the courage to find out? The text in this edition
has been sensitively edited for today's reader and is
unillustrated.

The Mystery Collection
Now you can colour all your Toy Town favourites with
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a brand new book full of exciting things to make and
do. There’s play date invitations for your friends,
party decorations, picture gifts and a Noddy
doorhanger for your bedroom door. Plus an amazing
colourful Noddy mobile to cut out and make - just
read the instructions inside the front cover.

The Famous Five Collection 6
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. A mysterious light on
Kirrin Island, a stolen safe, a bag hidden in the woods,
a runaway horse, dog thieves, a Christmas Eve
robbery - they all mean a whole lot of fun for The
Famous Five! Read all about their exciting adventures
in this delightful collection of short stories. The text in
this edition has been sensitively edited for today's
reader and is unillustrated. Short stories included:
Five have a puzzling time; George's hair is too long;
Good old Timmy!; A lazy afternoon; Well done,
Famous Five!; Five and a half-term adventure; Happy
Christmas, Five!; When Timmy chased the cat!

The Famous Five Collection
Famous Five Adventure Game Books: 3:
Unlock the Mystery
AI is radically transforming business. Are you ready?
Look around you. Artificial intelligence is no longer
just a futuristic notion. It's here right now--in software
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that senses what we need, supply chains that "think"
in real time, and robots that respond to changes in
their environment. Twenty-first-century pioneer
companies are already using AI to innovate and grow
fast. The bottom line is this: Businesses that
understand how to harness AI can surge ahead. Those
that neglect it will fall behind. Which side are you on?
In Human + Machine, Accenture leaders Paul R.
Daugherty and H. James (Jim) Wilson show that the
essence of the AI paradigm shift is the transformation
of all business processes within an
organization--whether related to breakthrough
innovation, everyday customer service, or personal
productivity habits. As humans and smart machines
collaborate ever more closely, work processes
become more fluid and adaptive, enabling companies
to change them on the fly--or to completely reimagine
them. AI is changing all the rules of how companies
operate. Based on the authors' experience and
research with 1,500 organizations, the book reveals
how companies are using the new rules of AI to leap
ahead on innovation and profitability, as well as what
you can do to achieve similar results. It describes six
entirely new types of hybrid human + machine roles
that every company must develop, and it includes a
"leader’s guide" with the five crucial principles
required to become an AI-fueled business. Human +
Machine provides the missing and much-needed
management playbook for success in our new age of
AI. BOOK PROCEEDS FOR THE AI GENERATION The
authors' goal in publishing Human + Machine is to
help executives, workers, students and others
navigate the changes that AI is making to business
and the economy. They believe AI will bring
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innovations that truly improve the way the world
works and lives. However, AI will cause disruption,
and many people will need education, training and
support to prepare for the newly created jobs. To
support this need, the authors are donating the
royalties received from the sale of this book to fund
education and retraining programs focused on
developing fusion skills for the age of artificial
intelligence.

Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Well
Done, Famous Five
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series, The Famous Five. This
new collection contains three fantastic books in one
volume. Join the adventure! Five Go to Billycock Hill
(Book 16) The five are excited to befriend a pilot on
holiday. But when he disappears with top-secret
equipment, they begin to wonder if he could be a spy
. . . Five Get Into a Fix (Book 17) On a wonderful
skiing holiday, the Five spot a seemingly deserted
house. But why do they then see a face in the
window? And why does it look so terrified? Five on
Finniston Farm (Book 18) When they hear that the
farm where they're staying has hidden dungeons, the
Five can't resist seeking them out. Could they be
hiding a dark secret?

The Ring O' Bells Mystery
Julian, Dick, George, Anne and Timmy are planning to
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go camping in a moor with the absent-minded and
insect-loving Mr Luffy, a teacher. When they arrive at
camp they find that their camping site is close to a
farm, and that several old train tracks run under the
moors, some of them are unused. They soon make
friends with a boy named Jock, who lives at the farm
with his mother and stepfather, the farm owners.
While exploring the moor, the Five find a railway yard
and a tunnel that are apparently abandoned.

Euclid's Elements
Join Barney, Roger, Diana and Snubby in these
enthralling tales of mystery and adventure.

Good Old Secret Seven
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. Five Go Off To Camp
Ghost trains in the dead of night that seem to vanish
into thin air? The Famous Five are on to it! If they
follow the tracks, will they solve the mystery? Five
Get Into Trouble Dick has been kidnapped! The gang
finally track him down - to a lonely, abandoned house
- but then they too are siezed! How will the intrepid
Five get themselves out of this mess . . ? Five Fall Into
Adventure George and her devoted Timmy have
disappeared! Not only that, somebody has broken
into Kirrin Cottage. It's going to be tough getting to
the bottom of this mystery when there's only three of
them. This 70th anniversary edition features the
Classic editions of three Famous Five adventures
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(books 7-9) in one volume and contains the original
cover art and inside drawings by Eileen Soper.

Five Go Off to Camp
Follow the "Five Find-Outers" - Pip, Bets, Larry, Daisy,
Fatty, and Buster - as they solve the most unusual
mysteries. Each comprising three books, collect all
five volumes for the complete "Mystery Series."The
fourth installment collects stories ten, eleven, and
twelve in the series:"The Mystery of the Strange
Bundle""The Mystery of Holly Lane""The Mystery of
Tally-Ho Cottage"

The Secret Seven Collection 1
Five go off to camp - Ghost trains in the dead of night
that seem to vanish into thin air? The Famous Five are
on to it! If they follow the tracks, will they solve the
mystery? ; Five get into trouble - Dick has been
kidnapped! The gang finally track him down - to a
lonely, abandoned house - but then they too are
siezed. How will the intrepid Five get themselves out
of this mess? ; Five fall into adventure - George and
her devoted Timmy have disappeared. Not only that,
somebody has broken into Kirrin Cottage. It's going to
be tough getting to the bottom of this mystery when
there's only three of them.

The Famous Five Collection 5
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with
secrets anonymously written on them by people from
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all over the world and sent to the founder of
PostSecret, a community art project that evolved into
a website.

The Famous Five Collection 3
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. The most famous
racehorse in England is being trained in Kirren, and
the Famous Five are eager to watch. But when the
horse bolts the friends need to think quickly to make
sure he isn't lost or injured. The whole of England is
depending on them! In addition to the Famous Five
novels, Enid Blyton wrote a clutch of short stories
based on the characters. These were published in
magazines and collected in the Famous Five Short
Story Collection (Hodder). For the first time, the
complete and original text of Well Done, Famous Five
(1956) appears in an individual volume, illustrated
with brand new colour art by Jamie Littler.

The Famous Five Short Story Collection
Classic adventure and mystery from the much loved
children's author, Enid Blyton.

Five Have a Puzzling Time and Other
Stories
A collection of 3 classic adventures. Five On A
Treasure Island Five Go Adventuring Again Five Go To
Billycock Hill
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Five Run Away Together
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. Five On A Treasure
Island A shipwreck off Kirrin Island! But where is the
treasure? The Famous Five are searching for clues but they're not alone Someone else has joined the
treasure hunt. Five Go Adventuring Again A thief at
Kirrin Cottage! Who can it be? The Famous Five think
they know - but they need proof! Then they find an
old map and an unusual hiding place Five Run Away
Together Who's been on George's Island? And what is
locked in the mysterious trunk hidden on Kirrin
Island? The Famous Five think they're on the trail of
smugglers - until they hear a child scream This 70th
anniversary edition features the Classic editions of
the first three Famous Five adventures in one volume
and contains the original cover art and inside
drawings by Eileen Soper.

Five Get Into A Fix
Classic Blyton, featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, George
and not forgetting Timmy the dog!

The Early Years at Malory Towers
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. Five Go to Smuggler's
Top The Five go to stay at the large, old house and
have great fun discovering secret hiding places and
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underground tunnels. But who are the people
signalling out to sea? And what do they want? Five Go
Off in a Caravan A caravan holiday is bound to be an
adventure! The Five soon get caught up with the
circus crowd. But some of its members have more
sinister plans than just clowning around Five On Kirrin
Island Again What is Uncle Quentin up to on Kirrin
Island? He won't let anyone visit - not even the Five!
But there's someone else on the island, watching his
every move. The Five will have to act, after all. This
70th anniversary edition features the Classic editions
of three Famous Five adventures (books 4-6) in one
volume and contains the original cover art and inside
drawings by Eileen Soper.

The Famous Five Collection 1
The Famous Five Collection 2
Solve the mystery with the Secret Seven - everyone's
favourite detective club! This fantastic bumper
collection contains Secret Seven books 1-3, with
illustrations by Tony Ross. Book 1: The Secret Seven
(first published in 1949) It's their first adventure and
the Secret Seven super-sleuths are already on the
trail of a mystery! The gang are dressed in disguise,
following a lead to a spooky old house in the snow
Book 2: Secret Seven Adventure (first published in
1950) When a priceless pearl necklace goes missing
the Secret Seven are first off the mark to catch the
thief! Why? Because they saw him making his escape!
Now all they have to do is find the necklace Book 3:
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Well Done, Secret Seven (first published in 1951) The
Secret Seven have a new meeting place - a
treehouse! But someone else is using it too. The gang
are furious, but then they learn the intruder is in big
trouble and needs their help. Can the Seven come to
the rescue ? These timeless stories are perfect for
young fans of mystery, adventure or detective series.

Five Run Away Together
Classic Collection
Famous Five Classic Edition B Format 10
Copy Slipcase Special Sale
It is the night of the referendum and the Five have
retired to Kirrin Island to enjoy the fresh air and
sunshine, fed up with the rancour of public debate.
George is firmly a 'remainer,' whilst Julian, who is in
the 'Brexit' camp, is tolerated on the grounds that
Anne cannot bear to go camping without him.
(Timmy, largely apolitical but not keen on cats or
rabbits, joins them too.) The night is tempestuous in
more ways than one. George has managed to rig up a
satellite link with the mainland so they can keep
abreast of the news, and they sit huddled around the
fire, amidst some tension, as George's initial hope
that the 'remainers' will triumph proves premature . .
. Meanwhile, a violent storm whips up. The damage is
apparent as the new day dawns and George declares
a new meaning for Brexit: Kirrin Island is exiting
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Britain. . . . that is until the red tape becomes too
much of a challenge and their happy life together is
under threat.

Five on Brexit Island
A bumper collection of 3 Famous Five books in one
volume. Join the adventure! Contains the last 3 books
in the series: books 19, 20 and 21. Julian, Dick, Anne,
George and Timmy find excitement and adventure
wherever they go, in Enid Blyton's most popular
series. These books have been global bestsellers for
decades. Join the adventure and find out why! Five Go
to Demon's Rocks: Stories say that Demon's Rocks
are full of treasure and sure enough, the Five discover
a valuable old coin there. But who is the real owner of
the gold? And who else is trying to get it? The Five
must find out! Five Have a Mystery to Solve: There
are rumours that Whispering Island is haunted. But
when the Five row out to investigate, it seems rather
safe and picturesque. Until they discover some
surprising statues . . . Five are Together Again: In
their final adventure. the Five are enjoying a camping
trip. Then research papers are stolen from a scientist
who lives nearby and the Five must turn their hand
yet again to finding the missing work and tracking
down the culprits. Illustrated with the original blackand-white line drawings by Eileen Soper

Human + Machine
Join the Famous Five on their adventure to the ruined
castle on Kirrin Island - and choose a pathway for the
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Five to reach the treasure.

Hardy Boys 02: The House on the Cliff
The new bumper volume of classic children’s stories
from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid
Blyton. Malory Towers is about everything school
should stand for – friendships, lessons, sports, plays
and especially mischief. Darrell Rivers is off to a new
boarding school, Malory Towers in Cornwall. But will
she fit in there? And what adventures will she have?
These first three books chronicle Darrell and her
friends' first years at the school- three years of
mischief, mayhem and midnight feasts! Enid Blyton is
arguably the most famous children’s author of all
time, thanks to series such as The Wishing-Chair, The
Faraway Tree, The Mysteries, The Famous Five and
The Secret Seven. Her school series – including St
Clare’s and Malory Towers are the perfect books for
girls who are experiencing their own adventures at
school.

Noddy Colouring Book
The third book in the magical Faraway Tree series by
one of the world's most popular children's authors,
Enid Blyton. The mischievious Connie comes to enjoy
a few days with Joe, Beth and Frannie while her
mother is sick. Connie refuses to believe in the
Faraway Tree or the magical folk who live in it, even
when the Angry Pixie throws ink at her! Join the
children and their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man
and Silky the fairy as they discover which new land is
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at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of
Spells, the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-YouPlease? Come on an amazing adventure! First
published in 1946, this edition contains the original
text. Inside illustrations are by Jan McCafferty, and the
cover by Mark Beech (2014).

Five on a Treasure Island
Fortress of the Stone Dragon: A
Branches Book (Dragon Masters #17)
Drake has to stop an evil wizard in this action-packed,
New York Times bestselling series!

Famous Five Mysteries Collection
Solve the mystery with the Secret Seven - everyone's
favourite detective club! These timeless stories are
perfect for young fans of mystery, adventure or
detective series. In book twelve, there are strange
happenings indeed at Torling Castle! Someone is
hiding out in the ruined tower, making the resident
jackdaws very unsettled. Who is it, and what do they
want? The Secret Seven are on the case! Solve the
mystery! Cover and inside illustrations are by the
brilliant Tony Ross, illustrator of David Walliams's
books. The story was first published in 1960. This
edition features the classic text and comes with a
Bonus Blyton section at the back with quizzes, puzzles
and other bonus extras! Have you read all 15 books in
the original Secret Seven series by Enid Blyton? And
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don't miss these other Secret Seven titles Mystery of
the Skull - a brand-new Secret Seven mystery by
prizewinning author Pamela Butchart. Secret Seven
Brain Games - a fun and tricky puzzle book *** The
Secret Seven ®, Enid Blyton® and Enid Blyton's
signature are registered trade marks of Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted
material may be reproduced without the express
written permission of the trade mark and copyright
owner.

Writers & Company
Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in Enid
Blyton's most popular series. Join the Famous Five on
their third adventure as they run away to Kirrin Island
- and choose for yourself how the mystery ends. Find
the mysterious trunk and help whoever let out that
chilling scream - but don't run into the mysterious
intruder. You choose how to unlock the trunk, but will
you help in time or be held up by a false trail on the
way? This exciting game story is based on Enid
Blyton's Five Run Away Together. The text in this
edition has been sensitively edited for today's reader
and is unillustrated.

The Famous Five Adventure Game Book
Frank and Joe Hardy are investigating a mysterious
old house high on the cliffs above Barmet Bay when
they are frightened off by a scream. The boys return
to the apparently haunted house when they make a
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connection between the place and a smuggling case
their father is working on. When their father goes
missing, they have to investigate the caves beneath
the house and confront the smugglers.

My Secret
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